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Future entrepreneurs flourish at University

Samantha Young

Entertainment Editor

Monmouth University’s Entre

preneurship classes generate a lot of interest and are avidly

attended by students. In the Entrepreneurship

course, students are separated into several groups of five.

The groups have to make decisions about production, research and

devolution, marketing, product design, advertising, distribution

and sales. After each group has presented their business to the rest

of the classes, the Entrepreneurship class in order to finance

future projects.

In past years, Buzza’s students have organized a corner store called “Joey Dee and The Startifiers.”

“We brainstormed 30 or 40 ideas and began crossing some off every class,” said Buzza. “We priced the pros and cons of each project, voted on each and
decided upon the most cost-effective means for a college course.”

Students in Buzza’s class, which consists mostly of Business and Marketing majors, have specific duties and responsibilities to uphold.

“Our class is broken down into several groups of about five.

Each group is a different sector of the business (advertising, distri-

bution, marketing, product design, production, research and de-

delopment and sales),” said Kristin Martin, a senior majoring in Mar-

keting and Management.

Each of the aforementioned groups had to make decisions within their departments. In 2005, a reusable card that allowed students to receive
discounts at 20 different places. "We see the hardships in open-
ing a business by taking an idea through the various stages of development,” said Dimenna.

We see the hardships in opening a business by taking an idea through the various stages of development,” said Dimenna.

“The weekend of events will feature a variety of films by various directors. A private information is available on the Web.

"I am delighted that so many students are attending the Two River Film Festival,” said Monmouth University Promotions Manager Sarah Darioff.
Correction:
The following article titled "Construction progressing on President’s mansion" written by contributing writer Erin Rose was printed on the front page of The Outlook on October 29. It was supposed to continue on page 4 and was not, for which we are sorry. It will be printed this week.

Q&A with Mary Karr

LAUREN CIRALDO STAFF WRITER

Could you see yourself doing anything other than teaching?

I always had a fantasy that I would love to be a coach. Either I would do network television, but that would require me to go back to school and get my master’s degree in education. One of my best friends at Syracuse is an Olympic swim coach. I’m friends with Bill Jackson, who coaches the Lakers and used to coach Michael Jordan—one of the great coaches in the country. I guess I’ve always had an affinity for jocks. In a way, that’s teaching, because you’re telling people what to do and how to do it. But I don’t know, I guess I could always be a chocolate taster.

When ‘The Liar’s Club’ went to the New York Bestseller List in 1995, did you see a different register in your classes?

Not really at all. I think that every year I teach I become a better teacher, and that may account for the continuing success of the book. So, my experience is that students still ask the same questions, but they’re asking them in a different way.

Do you think they’re asking questions you thought they’d never ask?

They ask questions that the more sophisticated are often afraid to ask. It’s edifying for me. I de- mocratize the classroom. I think that I’ve taught my students to think. I’ve treated my students as people I like, as friends, I’ve hated them. And I can honestly say that even though I’m cranky and not par- ticularly affectionate, I don’t lose them. I’ve never had a student that I didn’t like. I’ve had students that are crazy, I’ve had students that I’ve had to change, but I have always felt that it’s my job to meet students where they are and work to bring them to the place where they learn.

What’s the most common question you get?
Nothing to Hide exhibit

Pictures help reveal the inner struggles of mental illness

ERIN LUCAS
STAFF WRITER

The “Nothing to Hide” display, located in the Rebecca Stafford Student Center, shows the startling reality families must go through when dealing with mental illness. The display itself has three main parts. Pictures of different families alongside captions that explain the difference each family has dealt with. As with most pictures, you would never guess anything was wrong with any of the people, yet their smiles do not need to convince you that they are happy, because the truth is, they are.

Millions of people are diagnosed with mental illnesses and do not have a choice but to adapt and learn to live everyday as they would before. There is the obvious choice of medicine which in most cases can control the illness, but sometimes it isn’t that simple. One picture shows a middle aged Latino man. When you read his caption you learn that he has schizophrenia and lies health is passed on by an ancestor as punishment. Their truth is, they are.

In life it is almost required to try to have a positive attitude, to change the things you can, and laugh at the things you can’t. This encompasses the attitude of a woman featured in the display. She was diagnosed with manic depression, and swears that it was her sense of humor that got her by. She has a regular lamp that is employed as hand capped and quotes, “As sick as I was, I never lost my sense of humor.”

Another woman diagnosed with schizophrenia refused to let change her life and her husband felt the same way. It did not faz her that she was sick, and together they adopted three children from Costa Rica.

If you have any questions, comments or concerns, contact SGA at SGA@monmouth.edu. I want to answer everyone’s questions in this column, but cannot do so unless I receive feedback.

Have a great week,
Alyson Goode
SGA President
s4701

Lambda Pi Eta cupcake sale
National Communication Association Honor Society

LAUREN BENEDETTI
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Lambda Pi Eta, the Communication Honor Society, sold cupcakes on the first floor of the Jules L. Plascenko, Jr. Center for Communication and Instructional Technology on Thursday, October 27 and Monday, October 31 to raise money for honor society inductions.

Lambda Pi Eta raised approximately $100 and all materials used to decorate cupcakes were donated by local businesses.

“The cupcake sale was an opportunity for the communication honor society to not only raise money for our fall induction but to get recognized on campus,” said Theresa Soto, Lambda Pi Eta President.

ADVANTAGE SCREEN PRINTING

Specializing in custom t-shirt, sweatshirt and staff shirt printing. Let our full-service art department create a logo for your organization, team, business or club.

FREE DELIVERY
609-294-6868
AXP organizes annual community patrol

“The Members of AXP host the fifth annual Halloween community patrol in conjunction with Sigma Pi, Alpha Sigma Tau, Lambda Theta Phi and Theta Xi.

HASAN MEMON CONTRIBUTING WRITER

President Gaffney II and Vice President Nagy were two of the most prominent members of the AXP community patrol on October 30 and 31. The watch was focused on preventing trouble on mischief night and promoting safety of kids on Hallowe'en. Senior Kevin Albert Phelps organized the event this year in hopes of continuing to show Monmouth’s commitment to the community. “AXP has been doing the community patrol for the last five years and we have been doing it to keep the community safe,” Phelps said.

“I am glad that AXP led Greek Life this weekend in the community patrol,” said Professor William Gorman of the History department at Monmouth. AXP was joined by Sigma Pi, Alpha Sigma Tau, Lambda Theta Phi and Theta Xi. The event was organized with the Long Branch Police Department but no arrests were made because the mischief makers had left the scene.

“The community was relatively safe on mischief night. However, the block on the corner of Avery Avenue and Sayers was toilet papered completely. “There wasn’t one tree left untouched on that street,” said sophomore Chris Weeks. The incident was reported into the Long Branch Police Department but no arrests were made because the mischief makers had left the scene.

“The community patrol was a big hit. It was a great way for students to stay engaged in the community.”

KEVIN ALBERT PHELPS Brother of AXP

Comedian Jason Stuart entertains MU community

If you let us get married, we’ll stop marrying you,” said gay comedian Jason Stuart on the issue of gay marriage. This was during a free performance he gave for Monmouth University students Wednesday, October 26 in Anacon Hall.

Stuart, whose MU performance was one of many on his current college tour “Looking for Mr. Right,” both entertained and enlightened students about gay awareness during the hour-long act, sponsored by the Student Activities Board [S.A.B].

The evening began with a slow start due to the low turnout of about 10 to 15 students, as well as technical problems during the show’s introduction, which featured Stuart’s past performances during his 22 year career on sitcoms such as Will and Grace, My Wife and Kids, and Fat Actress. Nonetheless, the comedy quickly captured the interest of the audience when he facetiously singled out a student who was testing out the idea of tossing minutes, interrogating her about where she had been.

As the evening progressed, audience members took turns being the subject of Stuart’s act. It was all good fun, as he also poked fun at himself and his own Jewish heritage. But while most students laughed, only slightly uncomfortably with their own inevitable laugh, a few were intentionally unresponsive to the flamboyant and off-kilter comic.

“He was so funny, it was like watching Will and Grace live. He’s like Jack, with an edge,” said sophomore Jen S. of the performance.

“And when he singled us out, it wasn’t even really embarrassing or anything, because it was such an intimate show,” she added. “It was definitely best done by him and it’s not a joke to say, “I took something negative and turned it into a positive by making people laugh.”

Stuart said that among his original influences are Whoopi Goldberg, Richard Lewis and Kate Clinton, the first openly gay comedian. Although, Stuart no longer watches comedy in order to preserve the freshness and originality of his act.

The performance was an overall hit. Stuart received a warm round of applause from the audience at the show’s end, and stayed to answer questions and talk with a number of students afterwards.

Anyone who missed the show, but is interested in catching Jason Stuart’s next act, movie, or guest appearance on a variety of sitcoms should go to www.jason-stuart.com to find the performer’s upcoming appearances and show times. The comic quickly turned it into a positive by making people laugh.

“My wife is a funny kid, but me it was all about fear. As a gay kid, I was so different from everyone else, and treated so badly for it; comedy became my way of pro-"
ADVERTISEMENTS

**Planet Beach**

**Tanning Salon**

- Air-conditioned beds
- Professional, Courteous, and Educated Staff
- AM/FM, CD Equipped Clean Private Room
- Reciprocal Memberships
  Over 300 Locations!

**Monmouth University Student Special!**

**Unlimited Tanning for $19.95!!**

**20% OFF**

All Lotions
Over 40 Types!
Eatontown
732-544-8267

Free Tanning Session
Buy 1 Tanning Session,
Get 1 Free (Any UV Bed)
Eatontown
732-544-8267

- 255 Rt. 35 N. (Next to Kinko’s • Across from Monmouth Mall)
- Eatontown 732-544-TANS (8267)
- www.planetbeach.com

---

**Coming Soon!**

- New Hydration Station & Mystic (UV FREE) Spray Tan!

---

**Get Involved!**

**Upcoming Student Events**

**Wednesday, October 26**

Chocolate Factory
12:00-4:00 PM, RSCC 1st Floor Lobby

Signs of Suicide Workshop
1:00 PM, RSCC Anacon A

**Friday, October 28**

Women’s Soccer vs. CCSU
2:00 PM, Great Lawn

**Saturday, October 29**

Weekend Movie - Charlie & the Chocolate Factory
3:00 PM & 9:00 PM, Young Auditorium, Bey Hall

Michael Blacken - Comedian
7:00 PM, RSCC Anacon Hall A

**Sunday, October 30**

Women’s Soccer vs. Quinnipiac
1:00 PM, Great Lawn

Hindu Temple Trip, Queens, NY
9:00 AM Depart, $5 by 10/28

**Monday, October 31**

HAPPY HALLOWEEN

**Weekly Film Series**

Young Aud. Bey Hall

**Friday, Oct. 28**

Charlie CHOCOLATE FACTORY
2:30 PM, RSCC Anacon Hall

**Saturday, Oct. 29**

Free Movie
Free Popcorn
Free Fun!!

---

**Thursday, November 3**

**Ben Cappoll**

=Postcrypt Live... 7:00 PM, Julia City Cafe

Free Small Dipwage to All Attendees of the Show.

---

**CHECK HERE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS!!**
Coffee stimulates your heart, respiratory system, and central nervous system as well as nervousness, irritability, agitation, headaches or ringing in the ears.

AMY MUSANTI STAFF WRITER

Before you take that next sip of coffee, there are a few things you should know. While it may be a quick way to stay up late and finish a paper, the side effects of caffeine will keep you awake past the paper’s deadline.

According to Kathy Maloney, Director of Health Services at Monmouth University, “people with normal kidney function will excrete 13% of the ingested caffeine per hour.” This means that after you drink 12 ounces of Coca Cola (containing 34.5 milligrams of caffeine) your body will need around eight hours to rid itself completely of that small serving! Certainly you would not want to keep awake for eight hours when it only took you three hours to write that late night paper.

Kathy Maloney notes that students often wonder why they can’t fall asleep at night. She suggests it may be the Starbucks you had earlier that afternoon. A 16 ounce Café Grande is jammed with 550 milligrams of caffeine! If you let your coffee do the math on that one. If you choose tea because you think it will keep you from falling asleep, choose something else. According to The Center for Science in the Public Interest, a 16 ounce serving of Celestial Seasonings Lemon Ginseng Iced Tea contains 100 milligrams of caffeine. That is the same amount of caffeine as one No-Doze energy tablet (http://keypharmaceuticals.com).

Think you are addicted to caffeine? You might be. Caffeine is an “addictive drug” that operates using the same mechanisms that heroin and cocaine use to stimulate the brain (www.caffeineinfo.com). In addition, Wikipedia.org finds that it acts as a pesticide because in its natural form, it has been found to kill bugs that land on the caffeine plant. Does it bother you that something strong enough to kill bugs is now being sent through your body?

The American Psychiatric Association finds that the ingestion of 250 milligrams or more of caffeine is considered an overdose. This is when you will experience restlessness, nervousness, excitement, and most commonly, insomnia.

If you want to kick the caffeine habit, start with a method that Coffeefaq.com calls “caffeine fading” by reducing your intake by half a cup each day. You can also try reducing your weekly intake by two to five cups. Keep a daily journal to record your caffeine intake. Remember that caffeine is also found in chocolate, soda, headache pills, and tea. After one week of tracking your caffeine intake, take a small step in reducing or cutting out one of those forms of caffeine.

It is recommended that you do not switch to decaffeinated coffee because that has been found to be just as addicting as caffeinated beverages. Use of this method should lead to combat the addiction, or at least lower your intake to a normal, healthy one.

Quitting cold turkey provides an easy way out for some people, which others experience major withdrawal symptoms. Since your body becomes used to the large amounts of caffeine, when you take it away, it fights back by lowering your body’s blood pressure. This leads to excess blood in the head, which then leads to what is commonly known as the “headache.” These withdrawal headaches can become quite severe and may also make you quite nauseated.

Contrary to what you may hear and believe, coffee does not cure a hangover, but it will make you wide awake, according to Stephen Braun, author of Buzz, a book on caffeine and alcohol. Coffee also cause osteoporosis in women, birth defects in children found by the FDA, infertility, and heart disease. It is very serious about reducing your caffeine intake, consider some healthier alternatives for your energy. Try herbal tea, caffeine free sodas such as 7-Up, Sprite, or orange soda, and the always simple beverage, water.

Fact # 1

Coffee requires your pancreas to over-work. This is because your pancreas now has to produce extra insulin to reduce this extra blood sugar. Once the extra insulin has ‘mopped up’ the extra blood sugar your temporary lift from the caffeine ends.

Fact # 2

Coffee stimulates the cortex of your brain raising the intensity of mental activity. This results in a temporary feeling of alertness and banishes drowsiness. In those who already have high levels of anxiety the heightened intensity of mental activity can cause negative effects.

Fact # 3

Coffee stimulates your heart, respiratory system, and central nervous system and causes messages to be passed along your nervous system more quickly. It also makes your blood more "sludgy" by raising the level of fatty acids in the blood stream.

“Habit is not and not to be flung out of the window by any man, but coaxed downstairs a step at a time.” ~ Mark Twain

We all have guilty habits we secretly (or openly depending on the habit and person) indulge in. Some are minor, some are major, and some are down right disgusting. Bottom line is they are hard to kick.

You have made attempts in the past to nix any bad habits you have formed over the years, unsuccessful every time. Here is a list of some common and not-so-common habits and advice on how to finally get rid of them.

Cursing: This is one habit we all engage in from time to time. However, some people are excessive and curse at inappropriate situations. It can cause an individual to appear uncouth, ill-mannered and, at times, unintelligent. If you suffer from “truck driver’s” mouth, try substituting with words that sound similar to curses.

Gossiping: Let’s face it, gossiping is almost like an innate quality. Everyone engages in some level of gossiping at some point of their lives. It is a sign of insecurity or boredom with one’s own life and might hurt feelings or welfare of others. To overcome thisatty act try taking up a new hobby to keep your mind off other people’s business.

Chewing with mouth open: No one wants to see what your food looks like after it has left your mouth. Chewing with your mouth open is a sign of manners, and makes a poor impression at meals. Bottom line is try it when you are eating. Try to be more conscious of the way your mouth moves. If you are chewing with your mouth closed will come more easily.

Procrastinating: As college students, we all seem to be too familiar with procrastination. It stems from the fear ofverse feelings toward a particular activity and results in late fees, missed opportunities, insomnia, daytime drowsiness, etc. Use a daily calendar and to-do list to monitor tasks to prevent missed opportunities, stress, and disregard for others. To overcome this habit, set personal incentives for completing things.

Exaggerating: Sometimes we get overly excited and tend to exaggerate to make a story sound better to make a bigger impact. It stems from desire to improve the truth, may lead others to distrust you and can lead to lying in extreme cases. Try using a disclaimer so listeners realize you are exaggerating. For example, “I’m exaggerating a little bit, but...”

Name dropping: If you are guilty of this habit, nix it ASAP. It is a sign of insecurity at social gatherings and usually backfires, alienating more than it impresses. Try to resist the urge to mention specific names. Work on confidence building and more people will like you for being genuine.

Flaking out: Do you tend to make promises and have the intentions of doing certain things but never follow through? Flaking out reflects fear of commitment and disregard for others, causes others not to depend on you and may change relationships in your life. Only say yes to social engagements that truly interest you. Force yourself to carry out plans once you make them.

Did you know?

Coffee stimulates your heart, respiratory system, and central nervous system as well as nervousness, irritability, agitation, headaches or ringing in the ears.
The following anecdote is one of thousands of testimonials presented by the Emphysema Foundation: “I have a disease known as emphysema. I would like to give all teenagers a brief description of my life as a person with emphysema. The facts that I provide to you will be a true-life experience of my trials and tribulations with my disease.

Young people sometimes do not realize that smoking can destroy their future. They do not understand the problems that can develop from smoking. They do not understand the affect it can have on their health.

When I was a young person, I never realized that smoking could diminish the most important factor in my life: my breathing. When you can’t breathe you begin to realize how insignificant a cigarette can be in meeting your daily habit. I wish now I had never had a habit of smoking. I realize now breathing is a life function you can not live without, but cigarettes you can.

If you had endured the pain I have suffered throughout the last 10 years, you would never smoke a cigarette. I have had several collapsed lungs, my back cut open, and had my lung partially removed. I have also spent months in a hospital away from my family.

The suffering is still not over. I now have to have my other lung partially removed. This procedure will prolong my life for a later lung transplant.

Now, do you think I have suffered enough for my desire for a later lung transplant. I have also spent months facilitating by cigarettes. Emphysema is not the only disease related to smoking. Ten million of these deaths are caused by heart disease and various respiratory diseases. Statistics also show that smokers die approximately seven years before nonsmokers. Smokers are also affecting the lives of those around them. According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency, second hand smoke causes 3,000 deaths each year. These people were mainly diagnosed with lung and heart disease.

The effects of smoking include: a lower level of lung function, early signs of heart disease and stroke, as well as lower levels of endurance and performance during physical activity. The girls who smoke because they want to remain thin should rethink their plan. Smoking is hindering their ability to endure and execute a physical workout. The healthier way to maintain one’s figure is to put the cigarettes out and hit the gym.

The Chronic Disease Control (CDC) center presents a much more serious consequence. CDC cites that cigarette users are eight times more likely to use marijuana and 22 times more likely to use cocaine. All of these negative effects are preventable. It is amazing the number of people who know all the facts about cigarettes and the harmful effects but continue to smoke.

Harvard conducted a study that showed that the smoking trend continues to rise in 99 out of 116 colleges and universities. In previous years, the majority of smokers were not attending college.

For those who use smoking as a stress reliever, there are many healthier alternatives to relieving stress. Try taking up a new sport or going for a run. Engaging in yoga-like activities is also very relaxing and rejuvenating.

Anything can be accomplished if you put your mind to it. Find a reason to quit before you contract a disease and are forced to quit. When choosing to quit you have to really want to. You have to put your whole heart into it because quitting will not be easy. Like achieving anything, it takes hard work and dedication.

Make a list of reasons it is important for you to abandon smoking. Then every time you have a cigarette craving review your list. You also cannot merely limit the number of cigarettes you smoke. A cigarette is a cigarette. There is no healthy number or type of cigarette. The good news is, half the battle is realizing that you have to quit. This realization helps you deal with the bad moods and cravings.

If you think you need help quitting there are many groups that provide free information and support. Also, doctors and dentists are also good sources. A localized option is the Monmouth University health center. The health center created a program to help students kick their cigarette addiction. Get help quitting before you are forced to smoke.

If you gave fewer than five (5) “yes” answers, that indicates either you aren’t addicted or you’re in the early stages of addiction. If you gave five or more “yes” responses, this may be a sign of addiction.

For those of you who answered mostly “yes”, you should reevaluate your habits. With any addiction, it’s best to assume you are safe enough when you are entirely free of it. For example, those addicted to alcohol or nicotine who survive ultimately come to the conclusion that any use of the substance is too much.

Once the drug is eliminated, take staying free of it in small steps. Promise yourself to be free of it this hour, then this morning, then this day. Take care of the next block of time only when it gets here.

If you “mess up” and partake in the substance you have an addiction to again, you consider that to be a part of a process of getting free, rather than a failure.

Employ relaxation, self-hypnosis or meditation audio tapes. They offer the same relief as the substance.
Private information for who?

We might assume that nothing new could be said about the issue of privacy beyond the basic notion that it is something secured from the inclusion of others, a virtue and right that every citizen of a democratic society might possess. However, if that were actually the case then we would not see our culture involved in debates about the issues regarding privacy and anonymity as they relate to new information technologies.

The primary reason for such concerns is that information has become a commodity in what we have come to know as the information age. With the dawn of new technologies; particularly that of the Internet this information can be sold and exchanged quite easily. Before the use of widespread computer technologies, our personal information had no real value beyond its immediate transaction. When data and information was provided by a citizen or consumer it had no secondary reuse. However, due to advances and breakthroughs that have come to data retrieval systems and transactions, information has been given commercial value, especially with regards to the issue of who owns and controls this information.

The information age has been used in the future? Is that of the Internet this information can be sold and exchanged quite easily. Before the use of widespread computer technologies, our personal information had no real value beyond its immediate transaction. When data and information was provided by a citizen or consumer it had no secondary reuse. However, due to advances and breakthroughs that have come to data retrieval systems and transactions, information has been given commercial value, especially with regards to the issue of who owns and controls this information. The information age has been a period that has allowed rights to privacy to become seriously jeopardized by new information technologies. Recently the university posted students’ personal information on the World Wide Web. Although this was an accident, the matter can not be taken lightly.

One of the vital pieces of information posted by the University was students’ social security numbers. According to EPIC, “the Social Security Number plays an unparalleled role in identification, authentication, and tracking of Americans. Because the identifier is used for many purposes, it is valuable to those who wish to acquire credit, commit crimes, or masquerade as another person.” It was also noted by EPIC that the widespread use of the SSN as an identifier and authenticator has lead to an increase in identity theft.

According to the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, identity theft now affects between 500,000 and 700,000 people annually. Victims of SSN crimes usually do not discover the crime until months after its occurrence. Some victims spend hundreds of hours and substantial amounts of money attempting to fix ruined credit or erase a criminal record that someone committed in their name. Although there have been no reported cases to the University regarding SSN crime, whose to say the information will not be used in the future? Think about this…

A professional identity thief would realize the information obtained was student information for a number of reasons. One of the most obvious being the fact that grades were posted along with other under-graduate information. And don’t blame me for assuming that somewhere on the link there was a Monmouth University ID attached.

Now, if I were a professional thief I would not use these posted SSN’s for another 10 or 15 years when these individuals have real money and established credit. Many undergrads fall under the common term, “struggling college students,” right? Since privacy is a common and public value it should be defined as the right of society to require institutions and individuals connected to network systems to use information in a manner that is more respectful of the shared interests in that information. Information technology is another classic case of advances and breakthroughs that can be used for constructive or destructive purposes. It is the amazingly fast pace of information technology in America that has caused the greatest tensions and deserves the closest scrutiny.
Love is in the air
The pitfalls of dating and ‘singleness’ in the air
KATELYN MIRABELLI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There is nothing better in life than when one has the time to sit down, relax, and turn on the television. Recently, however, I see on prime-time television shows filled with couples and romantic themes. Although I do watch Game of Thrones, the hit TV show from HBO, and other similar television shows I know I don’t simply never notice before, or if the media is actually trying to rub in the ‘singleness’ of some viewers, such as yours truly.

So annoyed by all of the goose love displays, one man said they are bad for the environment. If you turn off the television, go for a walk, across campus for example, and see couples holding hands, kissing, and all of that other nonsense. I don’t know if it’s just me, but it seems like when one is single, the prevalence of people in relationships increases. I have been single forever plus a day.

Maybe it is that I tend to go for the wrong “type” of guy...after a guy I thought I could have liked somehow manages to mess things up, I constantly hear from friends, “You could do so much better!”

and these things have never really gotten to me. However, I am becoming increasingly aware of the institution that we refer to as a dating service.

On the other hand, I don’t really see why girls settle on some of these guys. When a couple is in a relationship, I always think that the only thing that happens is that they fight constantly, over the pettiest things and that they ‘love’ ship, be happy, if not, say good-bye! I am so sick and tired of hearing about this. I mean, girls whom last, and how he or she called whom last, and how he or she... I am so sick and tired of hearing about this. I mean, girls whom last, and how he or she called whom last, and how he or she... I am so sick and tired of hearing about this. I mean, girls whom last, and how he or she called whom last, and how he or she...

Personal Attacks: Not Wanted
CHRIS NETTA
SOPHomore

Currently in the opinion section we have had a number of people responding to our articles. We encourage our readers to respond to any article that they like. It’s the fun part of what we do. It also lets us know that you are enjoying our articles. What I meant was the incorrectness of the recently stated which could be either checked or misconstrued as personal attacks on others. Please know that this is not acceptable. Regardless of whether or not it is an Outlook staff member or a contributing writer, if articles are written with insults in them, they will not be printed. As college students we should be weal taking certain as a whole, they are the people we serve.

In particular, articles appearing in this section should not be personal in any manner, and they are not to be reduced by more than one point, or more. Personal invitations, insults and abuse will not be tolerated in the Op/Ed section of the newspaper. "The point is to enjoy the experience of writing your article whether they might be political or satirical in nature. It is understandable that in the heat of a political or religious argument, we cannot agree with some of the opinions people hold for these things. But we do not condone, promote or support those who want to insult each other. We, as students here, and it is these differences is opinion which make Monmouth, and to a larger extent, America, great. These differences are the latticework of a society, and this is the way in which we all part of the.

If you actually find someone decent enough to call them your boyfriend or girlfriend, then you have half of the battle so stop complaining. Singletons don’t seem to bother most males. However, speaking from the girl’s point of view, I would have to agree that boys and girls containing from the theme of the relationship even in most respectable rainforests, followed by a Belgian Waffle station, you are probably at a pretty heavy duty affair or convention. However, if you are in an event and are playing games like where there is a box of cereal and various people fighting over the free prize from said cereal, you can relax, you’re probably at camp. However, I am looking forward to see when one is single, the prevalence of people in relationships increases. I have been single forever plus a day.

It was simply beautiful, her work had touched people all over the globe.

After meeting some students from other colleges, I come back and a lady is clapping. “Now with Second Place, we had a three mini bagels and muffins, spreads to go with both, and cold drinks. I’m not saying that the world will end, but it is just having a great time with my friends. I try to calm down, but the sugar is just going too fast, so I walk over to the reason why I am at school on a Saturday.

The press has been down that, so I will end up in close proximity of an industrial strength paper shredder with rusty teeth.

In men of the highest civilization.

Love is in the air
The pitfalls of dating and ‘singleness’ in the air

A

According to the Free Food Index of Doom, I am mildly screwed. This index is a sure way of assessing the severity (sarcasm) of an event you are attending. For example, if the refreshments/breakfast/stuff has been provided by the men who do this! to my knowledge, I have never had a single conversation about the food that is majoring in Biology at Monmouth University. If you actually find someone decent enough to call them your boyfriend or girlfriend, then you have half of the battle so stop complaining. Singletons don’t seem to bother most males. However, speaking from the girl’s point of view, I would have to agree that boys and girls containing from the theme of the relationship even in most respectable rainforests, followed by a Belgian Waffle station, you are probably at a pretty heavy duty affair or convention. However, if you are in an event and are playing games like where there is a box of cereal and various people fighting over the free prize from said cereal, you can relax, you’re probably at camp. However, I am looking forward to see when one is single, the prevalence of people in relationships increases. I have been single forever plus a day.

It was simply beautiful, her work had touched people all over the globe.

After meeting some students from other colleges, I come back and a lady is clapping. “Now with Second Place, we had a three mini bagels and muffins, spreads to go with both, and cold drinks. I’m not saying that the world will end, but it is just having a great time with my friends. I try to calm down, but the sugar is just going too fast, so I walk over to the reason why I am at school on a Saturday.

The press has been down that, so I will end up in close proximity of an industrial strength paper shredder with rusty teeth.
The battle over gay marriage

OPINIONATED

By Suzanne Guarino

The University accidentally posted the personal information of 677 students on the World Wide Web where it easily accessible through a search engine.

As an M.U. student, what is your response to this incident?

Declarations of independence state, “All men are created equal,” that they are endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among men. Our President claims that we do not know if he making homosexuality a choice, but he does know we need to treat people with dignity and respect.

And that in a free society, consenting adults can live the way they want to live. Yet, he is going out of his way to make an amendment be it in same sex marriage as a union between a woman and a man only.

In the United States do we have these rights if homosexuals do not have the chance to marry? Most importantly, how can they achieve these rights when their government who is religiously backed and believes that people is doing everything in its power to be against them because of the changing world we live in today, gay marriages should be legal on state level, we still have to draw our line on marriage in the same sex marriage or on marriage between two men or two women? But, we do have to abide by the constitution to protect marriage as a union between a woman and a man only.
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A view of binge drinking among college students

CHRISTINE RESTIVO
STAFF WRITER

The common behavior of binge drinking practiced by partying American college students is actually not as common or accepted among university students elsewhere in the world. We’ve all been there or seen it, the typical frat party that goes through kegs of cheap bear or the house party prepared for night long beer pong tournaments, and I’m sure it goes without saying that we are all familiar with the “...but I was drunk”, excuse we either used ourselves or heard from a fellow party going acquaintance.

The truth is this type of drinking behavior is found to be disgraceful in other parts of the world. That doesn’t mean it’s any less disgraceful here but the international peers of American students do not practice binge drinking or find it appealing. Being “totally wasted” is not cool.

Being “totally wasted” is a bad event. Before coming to Monmouth University I attended a school in Germany. I attended German classes with students from all over the world. We lived together in an internationally diverse dormitory and naturally partied together on the weekends. Not once, in my three months of living in that dorm, had I witnessed a case of binge drinking amongst my friends, played any sort of drinking game, or went out with the intent to get “wasted”. Think about that for a moment, waste- usually bad or useless or garbage; now think about applying that adjective to yourself. It really isn’t such an outstanding description of one’s self.

In Europe alcohol is a part of the culture. Germans are famous for beer, Italians for wines, and the French for champagne. Where I lived, (Heidelberg, Germany, which is home to Germany’s largest and oldest University founded in 1386) it was allowed everywhere, in parks, on the streets, on public transportation, and even in our dormitory. In my observations students did not have the urge to rebel or let loose by drinking in absurd amounts of excess and making total fools of themselves.

The drunken behavior that seems pretty main-place at the social college gatherings here in the U.S. is severely looked down upon in areas such as Europe where they are proud of their culture including alcohol, and have lower legal drinking ages. It isn’t to say that they don’t drink and have a good time; they just don’t feel the need to be the night’s beer pong champion, make drunken phone calls, or succumb to severe vometing after they have been deemed too “trashed” to socialize any longer. “Trashed”, another adjective that ranks right up there with wasted.

The legal ages of purchase differ in Europe where in Germany it’s 16 for beer, In Italy and France the age in also 16, and in England it’s 18, so alcohol doesn’t really become this enticing object of rebellion or, freedom, or whatever else it is that compels young people to drink to the point of stupidity.

Binge drinking is undeniably a big problem that only continues to grow. It was reported by Prof. Ruth C Engs, Applied Sciences at Indiana University that those under the age of 21 are more likely to be heavy or binge drinkers. 22 percent of all students under age 21 and 18 percent of those over 21 classify as binge drinkers. 50 percent of students also reported vomiting after drinking, and 28 percent reported missing class because of a hangover.

I’m sure it goes without saying that we are all familiar with the “...but I was drunk”, excuse.

It is also a huge problem on the social scene because no one likes to deal with the antics of a much too intoxicated person while they are trying to have a good time. According to Engs’ research 17 percent of students reported fighting after drinking.

This kind of abusive drinking behavior is not admirable, cool, or entertaining. Drunken behavior is merely a façade that in no way depicts one’s true self. It is about time that American students have more respect for themselves, their friends, and their social atmosphere, or maybe they need to have the confidence to stop masking their insecurities with beer and shots. Either way it is enough reason to stop the binge drinking habits of young people and present a much better image of who students in America really are as social beings.

With that said, lets party and have a good time that can be remembered the next morning.
**Entertainment**

*November 2, 2005*

**The Lyric Lounge**

**LISA PIAKAARD STAFF WRITER**

“Nyone, once again, are trying to rise out of the shadows of the Backstreet Boys. On October 25, 2005, they released a new album, Greatest Hits. With the recent success of the newest Backstreet Boys album, Never Gone, manager Johnny Wright thought this would be the right time for ‘Nyone to reenter the music world, however; they were less than successful. Greatest Hits contains many of the songs ‘Nyone is known for, such as ‘Girlfriend,’” “God Must Have Spent A Little More Time On You,” and “This I Promise You.” It also contains just a few of those 90’s pop songs you wish you could forget like “Bye, Bye Bye.” “Pop” and “ Tearin Up My Heart.” Unfortunately, ‘Nyone were not as graced with the same first week as the Backstreet Boys. This is due in large part to the lack of publicity for the album. Sorry ‘Nyone, your time has come and gone. Overall, the album is a flashback to a time that is better left forgotten.

**Shake, Rattle, & Roll**

**MARTIN HALO STAFF WRITER**

The Vietnam War had been raging for close to a decade and the Anti-War movement was overtaking American social politics; folk was the driving force. As the conflict became increasingly violent in Southeast Asia, America was about to undergo the final stage that would complete their cultural revolution. The times were quickly changing as the civil rights movement was breaking down barriers. The beatniks still saturated the village, and the acid tests were in full swing in California. Though rock n’ roll was dominating the air waves and bombarding public polices, black audiences were immersed in their own brand of rhythm and blues. It wasn’t until Jimi Hendrix in late December of 1969, was Black culture turned onto the child of their own innovation.

There was a growing anxiety that plagued Hendrix during the late 1960s. Even after the most stunning of musical performances and critical acclaim, his celebrity status in downtown Manhattan, compared to his almost anonymity upwons, was the driving force that led to his vision of rhythm and blues. He created the “Crawling Back to You,” this record was the foundation and raw inpiration of brave and prismatic rock.

**The Ash Jar**

**JIMI HENDRIX: BAND OF GYPSYS**

**STAFF WRITER**

The Outlook November 2, 2005

**The Mars Volta was born after the breakup of At The Drive-In, a post-hardcore outfit from El Paso, Texas, who was on the brink of mainstream success at the turn of the millennium. Equipped with high ambitions in experience, pushing limits and musical freedom, former ATDI members Cedric Bixler-Zavala and Omar Rodriguez-Lopez got to work standing their band, and released the three-song EP Tremulant in 2002. After touring to showcase their sound, The Mars Volta recorded their first full-length album, De-Loused in the Comatorium, in 2003 with producer Rick Rubin at the notoriously haunted L.A. mansion in Laurel Canyon, California. The giant house was also home to the Red Hot Chili Peppers for two months while recording their album Blood Sugar Sex Magik in the spring of 1991.**
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Gunther von Hagens mixes science with morbidity in his exhibit, “Body Worlds.”

Because the plastic is in a pliable liquid form when injected into the body, von Hagens is able to pose the bodies in ways that would not otherwise be possible. Emulating the bodies’ solid, hard plastic appearance, the bodies hold their stances with little or no support, making for excellent sculptures.

Von Hagens states that the reason he displays his cadavers is “to educate the public about the inner workings of the human body” and to “show the details of disease, physiology and anatomy in a way that cannot be shown with models, textbooks, or photos.” According to The Franklin Institute Science Museum’s website, “technically, guests are not allowed to touch the displays, but at a certain area in the exhibit, visitors can touch a number of plastinated organs which supposedly feel, of all things, like plastic.

Visitors can also opt to donate their own bodies to von Hagens by filling out paperwork, obtainable at the end of the exhibit or on the Body Worlds website (www.bodyworlds.com).”

Von Hagens claims to have obtained all of his specimens through this body donation program, whose members receive a lifelong VIP pass to every Body Worlds exhibit in the world as well as annual meetings with Gunther von Hagens himself. But critics have suggested that von Hagens has received some of the cadavers in unethical ways.

According to The Outlook, von Hagens has been repeatedly referred to as “Dr. Death” and “Dr. Frankenstein” in British and German newspapers and his exhibitions have been compared to Nazi genocide.

Studying the exhibits, visitors will find a shocking and unique educational approach.

The exhibit, which is the second showing of the traveling exhibition, opens Thursday in Philadelphia’s Franklin Institute Science Museum, about three hours away from New York. On average, it takes 150 hours to prepare one human body, according to Bodyworlds.com.

On arrival, visitors can touch a number of plastinated organs which supposedly feel, of all things, like plastic.
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The educational panels use the film festival as a vehicle to generate dialogue around local issues and concerns,” she said.

Photo courtesy of Monmouth.edu

Film Festival comes to MU

“The panel was built around the film Troop 1500: Girl Scouts Beyond Bars and reaches out to include local community speakers Stacey Kindt, founder of Redeem-Her...and Pat Kruz, Assistant Executive Director of the Monmouth Council of Girl Scouts,” explained Peterson.

She said, “This will help to bring great films to campus in the future and reach more deeply into the local community.”

On Sunday, the final day of the festival, many will be able to see productions from Monmouth University faculty and students. Beverly Peterson was responsible for creating this “new section” of the festival.

“This year’s student films have all won awards at national festivals or the NBN [National Broadcasting Society]...I feel that the festival gives the entire campus and local community a chance to screen and celebrate this work,” said Peterson.

“The plan is to have as many short films as possible this year,” said Peterson.

Peterson said that overall, the features that will be at this year’s Two River Film Festival will make it an event that people will look forward to attend in the future.

“All of the sections outlined, including with the studio premiere, will make the Two River Film Festival a premiere festival,” concluded Peterson.

Notice to January 2006 Graduates

Please be aware that the deadline for submitting any necessary paperwork (i.e. substitution forms/waivers, change of grade forms, transfer credits, etc.) necessary for graduation is:

Thursday, December 1, 2005

Don’t jeopardize your graduation date. Get your paperwork in on time.

Saucy Business

Future continued from pg. 1

Periodically, the head of each department, an administrative assistant, an accountant and Buzza meet and discuss the progression of each department, as well as the project as a whole.

“The goals of Sales and Advertising don’t have a whole lot to do but we still gather to decide on other aspect of the project like product name and label design,” said Buzza.

Each department head brings the views and concerns of their group to the meetings and we all decided what is best for the business,” added Kellie Pyper, senior and president of the Marketing and Management Club.

University communications is partnered with Vincenzo Loreti, the head chef at Nanina’s in the Park, located in Branch Brook Park in Belleville, NJ, in order to distribute the various pasta sauces to grocery stores.

The sauces, which are called Nanina’s in the Park, are authentic, homemade sauces stemming from Loreti’s own recipes. The students decide which recipes they want distributed (vodka sauce, meat sauce), obtain the recipes and find a company to produce the product.

“We are at the point right now where we have found a production company to make the sauce, found the got-iated prices and are starting the advertising in hopes to have the finished product by the beginning of December,” said Massari.

With the class undertaking such a large project, and many stages still left to pursue, Buzza is uncertain about the future of Nanina’s in the Park. “I would like to keep it going into next semester,” said Buzza.

“I am not like our past projects that have had a definite clear endpoint. Perhaps the Entrepreneurship class next semester will pick up where this one left off.”

Some of the students also will be sad to see the semester end. “Hopefully, the project will not come to an end,” said Martin. “There are currently a few of us that are willing to lend a hand and keep the project going. It would be really great to see the product on the shelf and know that our class helped get it there.”

Although Buzza might be teaching the class, he admits he is also learning a lot from his students. “I am amazed how excited all the students get,” he said. Buzza. “They come into class bursting with new ideas and insight. Everyone participates and that’s what makes each of the projects such a success.”

Orthodox Christian Fellowship

Beginning his 22nd year as Greek Orthodox Chaplain at Monmouth University, Archbishop Father Ephraem extends his personal blessing to all Eastern Orthodox students, faculty and staff for a prolific scholastic year and hopes all will be active in the Orthodox Christian Fellowship. Father is available at any time to minister to the spiritual needs of all Orthodox Christians on a 24-hour basis for prayer, confession, or just someone to talk to.

Father Ephraem can be found on campus, or he can be reached by calling: 732-671-5932

Hypnotism Show

John Cerbone, Ph.D., C.I., Master Hypnotist-Founder of the Cerbone Hypnosis Institute

Tuesday, November 8th, 7:30 - 9:30

Pollack theatre

Free show open to MU Students

(Sponsored by Psychology Club and Psi Chi)
Save the Date!

Network 2005
Career Day

Wed., Nov. 30th
Anacon Hall

12:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

More details to be sent on Hawkmail in the coming weeks, over 70 employers expected!

This ad provided by the DEA, a proud sponsor of this event.
Dear Lindsay W. and Suzanne,

I have been with my boy-
friend for two years, and
even though our rela-
tionship is going great, ex-
cept for one aspect. Every-
time I lean in to kiss him, I
smell his breath and can't
help but notice the breath
problems. I have been told
that the factors that contribute to your boyfriend's foul breath if you
neglect his teeth and gums, perio-
dental disease can occur resulting in
damage to the bone that surrounds
the teeth. You are doing a great
job by making him clean up his
mouth, but you may have to take
over the care of his teeth, be-
cause neglecting ones oral hygiene
can lead to gum disease, and other
health problems. Did you know that
85% of chronic bad breath is caused
by undesirable bacteria that live on
the back of the tongue?

If the smell is becoming so unbearable
you feel as if you are surround-
end by sewage then buy him dent-
afloss. The floss will remove any un-
wanted plaque and additional bac-
tes, which are the cause of the bad
aces of his teeth, leaving his poorly
clean and odorless for the
meanwhile. If you are searching for
a more permanent solution then try
supergoing chewing gum or a tic-
tact. This will leave your boyfriend
smiling freshy and feeling a lot
closer to you.

You can also prevent bad breath
by staying away from foods such as,
garlic, onions, and soda. If your boy-
friend is a smoker then it is a very
bad habit, but as we get older the
opposite appears to become true.
Why is it, when you're younger and
things cannot possibly last for
ever, you are taught to believe that
they might; but as we get older and
tings could last longer, we are told
to invest in one thing?

When you are really young, par-
ents and teachers want you to try
everything. Join the soccer team,
gymnastics team, show school
art, be a part of the spelling bee,
the student government, the key
club, etc. Then, as we get older and
closer to graduation and hopes of
college, it becomes not only nec-
essary to be involved in as many
tings as possible but you have
to be a big part of whatever those
groups. It's no longer enough
to be a part of a club, you have to be
Secretary of the club. This, we are told is what it takes to get into
college, which is the first step
in college, but I was told that
would not be enough.

"Colleges aren't just looking for
grades, they are looking for people
who are involved and in leadership
positions; they want people who
good in school or sports, we'll al-
want to ride our bike, watch
toons, play video games, and
better every time.

We spend our entire young lives
growing up and going through
college, believe how important commit-
ment and dedication to a cause or
groups are but as we get older the
opposite appears to become true.
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Pilates can turn you from fl ab to fab within
weeks

LINDSAY WINS
COLUMNIST

Tired of endless diets that do
not work and leave you feeling
exhausted and craving food? Here
is a solution to your dilemma. Pi-
lates, which is a form of exercise
focused on improving the flex-
ibility and strength for your body
is the perfect workout for you.
Specific exercises are designed to
develop the entire body, and not
just build muscle mass. The ex-
ercises have many benefits.
According to the American
College of Sports Medicine (ACSM)
practitioners and Pilates enthusiasts
achieve health benefits. In a recent
study, participants performed
basic and advanced workouts while
the research team recorded their
heart rates. The team discovered
that the most dramatic increase
in calorie lost occurred when
participants worked on the basic
intermediate or ad-
vanced levels of training. If you
are one of those mothers who
want your child to stand up straight,
then you will definitely benefit
from Pilates, because not only
does this extensive workout help
you build up your strength, but you
will develop great posture as
well as you practice the tech-
iques properly. Your overall
health will also improve, and Pilates
balance and control
and stability, and that capac-
ity goes over to
other ar-
eas of one's
health.

Developed in the 1920s by
Joseph H. Pilates,
The Pilates Method is an
exercise system focused
on improving the core
strength for the total body
without build-
ing bulk.

The Pillates
changes the
way you look, feel, and perform
through slow
controlled movements involving
the deepest abdominal muscles.
By building up the strength of
these muscles you will be solv-
ing your back and neck woes,
especially those caused by poor
posture.

Next time you feel out of shape
and in need of a good work out
regime, try the Windor Pi-
lates workout, because not only
will you feel good on the inside,
but on the outside as well.

Pilates focuses on improving the core
strength only the total body without building any bulk.

Dear Ti-Tac,
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as Ford) have? By simply showing
commitment to the companies
they had actually invested in.

In relationships, some of us, have
committed relationships that end,
all the time. However, in relation-
ships, it's accepted as a part of life.

Once the commitment ends, we
question whether we can't just
move on and find a new relationship without realizing that was in the past in
the past. In any relationships,
you have to let go and realize that
just because one person hurt you
and betrayed your trust, not every-
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Why is it, when you're younger and
tings cannot possibly last forever, you
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get older and things could last longer, we are
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Italian festival at MU

**Festival continued from pg. 2**

ian language. “I wanted to show how important this language is for music, art and art forms and to celebrate the culture.”

Dr. Paolo Toschi, the Italian Vice Counsel in New Jersey was one of the speakers at the event. Toschi provided a lot of information on what he learned from learning another language. He talked about the importance of learning a new language and how it can improve your life. He also encouraged the students to study Italian and become successful businesspeople.

The two speakers were followed by presentations from students who are currently taking Italian. One student presented about a nursery rhyme, “Battiano le manine.” Jessica Deveau said the “Festa Italiana” she realized, “I need a lot more work in Italian. I’m not quite ready to talk to anyone in Italian yet.”

Jessica Deveau said the “Hail Mary” and “Our Father” in Italian. Amarrita DiMeo talked about her summer in Italy all in Italian. Niccole Mancini described the event of winemaking. Jessica Ross said the Italian nursery rhyme, “Battiano le manine.” Jessica Sastogue described a family vacation to Italy. She said, “It was beautiful to see all of the customs and culture that my family had.” Tara Shirik read a passage from Dante’s “Divine Comedy” in Italian. To end the presentations, Gineve Yarborough sang an Italian song “Amarami mi bella.”

The presentations were followed by a buffet of Italian food: Baked ziti, spaghetti, pizza, prosciutto, tiramisu and canoli cake were some of the treats offered.

Ryan O’Neil, a freshman in attendance said, “I learned about other people’s experiences abroad.” Simonelli thought the event was a success. “We had a very good turn out of students and plenty of excellent food. They all were very excited and they learned a lot about the importance of the Italian language and culture.”

Chili and homecoming: perfect together

The Substance Awareness Department under the direction of coordinator Suzanne Schaad offered a safe and fun alternative to the drinking at Homecoming. Below is her account of the effect the “Chili Tent” had on the students that day. It proves that students do not always have to drink to have fun.

SUANNE SCHAAD, MA, LCADC
SUBSTANCE AWARENESS COORDINATOR

Student Tailgaters at Saturday’s Homecoming experienced a little more than cold rain and a good game. The Substance Awareness Department provided students with free hot chili, tacos and hot chocolate. Students couldn’t get enough of the hot food and drink as they tried to stay warm. Students debated which tailgating tent the “Chili Tent.” It actually became the meeting place for some students who were catching up with friends. Students thanked the volunteers throughout the day as they filled their stomachs and warmed up in the tent. Students who weren’t drinking alcohol or were designated drivers were appreciative of the alternative drinks and food being served.

Tailgaters also received important messages from volunteers, which included reminding students the importance of eating when you drink alcohol, alternating alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, signs of alcohol poisoning and the dangers of drunk driving. During the event, students reported they were keeping an eye on each other and their friends’ behavior. At the “Chili Tent,” promotions items were given away with Social Norms Messaging on them. T-Shirts and Frisbees that contained the messages, “It’s More Fun When You Remember What You’ve Done,” and “Most Monmouth Students Know Their Limits With Alcohol,” promoted responsible drinking and challenged the perception that Monmouth University students drink more than reported. Many students were playing Frisbee and were wearing the T-shirts in the parking lot.

The Substance Awareness Department sponsored the event with help from our student group, SIPS (Healthy Living). Funding for this successful event comes from the Social Norms Grant through the New Jersey Department of Human Services, Division of Addiction Services. In addition, a surprise generous donation added to the day when Carol Faye of Aramark donated a tray of tacos and more hot chocolate. Aramark wanted to become involved after they were so moved by the messages of the Department.

Thank You, Aramark!

On November 12, 2005
The SIPS Student Group plans on hosting another Tailgating event at the last home game of the season. Come and get your chili and an important message too.

SUANNE SCHAAD, MA, LCADC

SUBSTANCE AWARENESS COORDINATOR

Dr. Maria Simonelli, Italian Professor at Monmouth University, was in charge of “La Festa Italiana” held on October 26 in Anancon Hall.

Q&A with Mary Karr

Do you have a certain method to writing poetry?

I used to write on a pretty rigid schedule. I used to write every morning. In the mid-90s, that all got older, the machinery of your life becomes more ornate and complicated. There are more and more people that I feel like I owe. There are more kids I write recommendation for. There are 15 books I get in the mail; and for 52 weeks in year, coming from students and publishers all over the place, that’s a lot. That’s the problem with living in New York City; it’s how the hell I’m going to get all these books out of my apartment. I have stacks upon stacks, and getting rid of them is easier to say than to do. But anyway, I also do fundraisers and I would not have come here to read if I weren’t for Michael [Thomas, Assistant Dean of Humanities] I mean, I love Michael, so it’s perfectly Michael Thomas related. I’m not paying me enough to be here because they’re costing me a day of work. A day of the heat this summer was a pain. I prefer not to think about that work. I’m getting six figures for a book; it’s a lot of money if you break it down into how many days you have to work. So there are many people that I care about and that I am grateful for. I am grateful for some way. I’m in the middle of my life and my students are trying to publish and they’re sending me $500 for a day at college. They keep me to look at and judge contests and I’m about to stop doing all of that. It’s my last year—I’m done. It’s so much work. It feels like cultural jury duty. Every moron I know does it and I just felt like if I didn’t do it, some chowderhead would.

Are you coming out with any new volumes of poetry soon?

I am. I have a book called Sinners Welcome, no apostrophe. It’ll be out March 1st.

In your memoirs, you were very headstrong, rebellious, and you had a very bad temper when you were younger. Are you still that way and how does it affect your life?

My temper diminishes every year. That’s the good news. But I pass a lot of people off, I say a lot of things that people don’t want to hear. It’s funny; I figured out about 20 years ago that I’m the type of person that just draws a lot of heat. People blow up at me, but they also invite me to a lot of parties. I’m a one of a kind, kind of person. Now that I’m 50, I’m not as irritated; though the heat thing is still there. I also think it keeps me questioning myself and others; I always ask myself why is this the right thing to do as a writer or as a mother. I think my rebelliousness makes me a better writer.

Do you still hold that eye for an eye philosophy that you used to hold in your youth?

Other than shooting a Beebe gun at the Smith’s for beating up my sister, Lecia, I can’t recall truly enacting that philosophy. It’s funny; I’m really not very vengeful. Like I said, I don’t hold any grudges. I’m just not as interested when writers get pissed off when they don’t win a contest or when someone gives them a bad review. Things like that just don’t bother me. If you think my book sucks then it’s your job to say that. I don’t take it personally. It just doesn’t mean anything.

Was it emotionally taxing to write your memoirs?

Very much so. It was a complete nightmare. I would just be so exhausted. At the end of the day I would lie down on the floor and I would sleep and sleep and sleep. I had asked colleagues of mine, “What is this when you write fiction?” And they always have said that it’s fun. Even my friend Toby Wolff (author of The Paris Review) was hard for him to write.

What was your primary motivation?

Money. I had no money. I needed a car. It was as simple as that. I was sharing a car with my ex-husband Michael, and we were caring my son, Dev, back and forth. But I barely had the car. I thought they’d give me $5000 and I could get a used Toyota. I never thought it would be this big.

In “The Liar’s Club,” you wrote in first person, but in “Cherry” you wrote in second person. Why the change?

I think that when you’re a teenage girl, you say, “I am, I am...” very headstrong, rebellious, and you had a very bad temper when you were younger. Are you still that way and how does it affect your life?

My temper diminishes every year. That’s the good news. But I pass a lot of people off, I say a lot of things that people don’t want to hear. It’s funny; I figured out about 20 years ago that I’m the type of person that just draws a lot of heat. People blow up at me, but they also invite me to a lot of parties. I’m a one of a kind, kind of person. Now that I’m 50, I’m not as irritated; though the heat thing is still there. I also think it keeps me questioning myself and others; I always ask myself why is this the right thing to do as a writer or as a mother. I think my rebelliousness makes me a better writer.

Do you still hold that eye for an
WWW.SEFAN.ORG: WEB SITE TO HELP FIGHT HUNGER
The Statewide Emergency Food and Anti-Hunger Network (SEFAN) has launched a web site to help address the growing problem of hunger in New Jersey. By logging onto www.sefan.org and clicking onto “Pantry Link” you can find out about local food pantries, soup kitchens and shelters that serve meals in your community. The web site lists volunteer opportunities as well as items needed such as non-perishable food and baby products.

By helping your local emergency food provider, you will be helping to fight hunger in your community and in New Jersey. So log onto www.sefan.org and click on “Pantry Link” today!
Today’s Birthday (Nov. 2nd)

You’re so powerful this year, you may think you can do everything all by yourself. You are strong, but be forewarned. Not only is the competition fierce, but pride goeth before a fall. Make good use of your talents.

To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Aries • (Mar. 21 - April 19) - Today is a 6
You’re good at financial planning now, and setting long-term goals. Resist the temptation to spend it all now. That would not be wise.

Taurus • (April 20 - May 20) - Today is a 7
OK, you can defend yourself, if you think that’s necessary. Don’t waste a bunch of energy, though, shouting at someone who’s not listening.

Gemini • (May 21 - June 21) - Today is a 4
Again, you’re overloaded. The end should be almost in sight. Set up a date to be whisked away on an adventure this weekend.

Cancer • (June 22 - July 22) - Today is a 10
It’s quite possible that a person you care very much about wants every minute of your time. It’ll be rather pointless to argue. Acquiesce.

Leo • (July 23- Aug. 22) - Today is a 6
Stability may be what you want, but interestingly, you’re more likely to get controversy. Never a dull moment.

Virgo • (Aug 23 - Sept. 22) - Today is an 8
You can afford to be compassionate. You can afford to be nice. Besides, both those qualities look very good on you.

Libra • (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23) - Today is a 5
Abundance is yours, but as you well know, you can turn plethora into dearth. Don’t goof around; be frugal, even if you’re feeling flush.

Scorpio • (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) - Today is an 8
You can afford to be compulsive. You can afford to be nice. Besides, both those qualities look very good on you.

Sagittarius • (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) Today is a 6
You’re under pressure to act quickly, but don’t be impetuous. If you don’t approve of what’s being done, stall.

Capricorn • (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) - Today is an 8
It may be difficult to hear a small voice, with all the applause. Be listening for it. That’s where your attention should be directed.

Aquarius • (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) Today is a 5
One person insists upon compliance. Another person rebels. You can be the referee. Help them to fight fair.

Pisces • (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20) Today is an 8
Don’t fall for a deal that’s too good to be true. Read the fine print, and check the infrastructure. Don’t fall for a deal that’s too good to be true. Read the fine print, and check the infrastructure.

Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black, Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Swiss range
2 Moon vehicle’s letters
3 Advancement
4 Scrub
5 Braque’s art
6 Actor Guinness
7 French legislature
8 Edison’s rival
9 Abundant flows
10 Inter (among other things)
11 Prise to
12 Mobutu Sese Seko’s country, formerly
13 German Dadaist
14 Minutes taker, perhaps
15 Mean
16 Unburnt brick
17 Neat and tidy
18 CPR performer
19 Wedding vow
20 Maestro’s furniture?
21 Minutes taker, perhaps
22 Mean
23 Unburnt brick
24 Becker or Yeltsin
25 Weight allowance
26 Allow to
27 Speck
28 CPR performer
29 Neat and tidy
30 Sports Trojans
31 Telephone
32 Starry hunter
33 Vegetable oil spread
34 Agitate
35 Curling surface
36 Highland miss
37 Exchange charge
38 Zeros
39 Blood of gods
40 Signs off on
41 Scientist’s furniture?
42 Like fences
43 Chocolate alternative
44 Feudal serf
45 Iowa State city
46 Hi, in Hilo
47 Take one’s pick
48 Fitting
49 Russ. or Lith., once
50 POW camp
51 Oriental sauce
52 Wedding vow
53 Fabric fold
54 Director Welles
55 Gray side
56 Two-footed animal
57 Stairway to Puccini
58 Drunkards
59 Gray side
60 Chemist’s furniture?
61 Director Welles
62 Duplicate
63 FDR’s biographer
64 Ratchet part
65 Elbe tributary
66 Rock
67 Legal thing
68 Rock
69 Director Kazan
70 Political dressing James
71 More rational
72 Mild exploitive
73 Squirting sounds

DOWN
1 I love: Lat.
2 Advancement
3 Advancement
4 Scrub
5 Braque’s art
6 Actor Guinness
7 French legislature
8 Edison’s rival
9 Abundant flows
10 Inter (among other things)
11 Prise to
12 Mobutu Sese Seko’s country, formerly
13 German Dadaist
14 Minutes taker, perhaps
15 Mean
16 Unburnt brick
17 Neat and tidy
18 CPR performer
19 Wedding vow
20 Maestro’s furniture?
21 Minutes taker, perhaps
22 Mean
23 Unburnt brick
24 Becker or Yeltsin
25 Weight allowance
26 Allow to
27 Speck
28 CPR performer
29 Neat and tidy
30 Sports Trojans
31 Telephone
32 Starry hunter
33 Vegetable oil spread
34 Agitate
35 Curling surface
36 Highland miss
37 Exchange charge
38 Zeros
39 Blood of gods
40 Signs off on
41 Scientist’s furniture?
42 Like fences
43 Chocolate alternative
44 Feudal serf
45 Iowa State city
46 Hi, in Hilo
47 Take one’s pick
48 Fitting
49 Russ. or Lith., once
50 POW camp
51 Oriental sauce
52 Wedding vow
53 Fabric fold
54 Director Welles
55 Gray side
56 Two-footed animal
57 Stairway to Puccini
58 Drunkards
59 Gray side
60 Chemist’s furniture?
61 Director Welles
62 Duplicate
63 FDR’s biographer
64 Ratchet part
65 Elbe tributary
66 Rock
67 Legal thing
68 Rock
69 Director Kazan
70 Political dressing James
71 More rational
72 Mild exploitive
73 Squirting sounds

Two Dudes
by Aaron Warner

A College Girl Named Joe
by Aaron Warner

MU Students: Interested in Comic Illustration?
Get your own comic published in the Outlook!
Call 732-571-3481

B.C. Comics & More
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"Do you believe in ghosts / spirits?"

Metal Mike
junior

"Yeah sure, they burned down my house... at least that's what I told my parents."

Brian
freshman

"I don't know but I once picked up the pay phone in Wilson Hall and I heard a scream through the other end."

Lindsey
junior

"I do believe in ghosts but ghosts are our friends."

Tara
freshman

"Yes, because it makes life more interesting."

Brett
freshman

"Yeah I saw one on a midnight stroll through campus."

Amber
freshman

"No. It's all in your mind."

Jessica
freshman

"I do because I think my house is haunted. Supposedly a man was shot on my stairs and now my dogs bark at nothing and things break on their own."

Kim
senior

"I've never seen anything but it doesn't mean I don't believe in it."

Tania
freshman

"I don't believe in them but I do get scared being in Woods Theater late sometimes since I'm a music industry major and I'm there a lot."

Mississippi
freshman

"No way. Sometimes people are just dumb."

Because Aunt Joan needed more Botox®.

She got a facelift, you get the tuition bill.
Not to worry: a Campus Door student loan can cover up to 100% of your education costs, with online approval in less than a minute.
All without the painful side effects.

www.campusdoor.com

*Botox® is a registered trademark of Allergan, Inc.
The Resident Assistant position is a para-professional student position open to students who have completed at least 24 undergraduate credits. Graduate students are also eligible to apply. The Resident Assistant maintains a positive learning and living community in the residence hall, shares duty coverage with a staff team, responds to residence hall emergencies, and acts as a positive role-model on and off campus. Compensation for the position includes free single room, meal plan, and North side parking permit. RAs also receive 10% off at the University bookstore. The RA position provides excellent professional training and serves as an ideal resume builder. Further details regarding the RA position will be given at the information sessions listed above.
The cold weather brings on the task of staying warm but ditch the hoodies for a fashionable sweater. Blends of cashmere, wool, cotton or mohair will keep you from shivering while your choice of sweater style will have you looking hot. Watch out for wool sweaters because they tend to be itchy. Some different styles to consider are turtlenecks, mock turtlenecks, cropped sweaters, sweaters with plunging necklines, cardigans, pullover vests and zip sweaters. If you’re looking for the sweater to be on the dressier side then cashmere is the way to go. For women, delicate prints on a cardigan can be another way to make an outfit dressy when added with black pants. A brooch will add some luster as an accent piece on a plain, solid color sweater. For guys, to achieve the ultimate preppy look add a button down shirt underneath the sweater and let the collar pop out.

When you’re sweater shopping be sure to check the tags to see the proper way to clean the sweater because many are dry clean only. Lets be honest boys, do you see yourself going to the cleaners every week for every sweater you wear? Aside from the inconvenience of going to the dry cleaners, it can also get expensive. When cleaning your sweaters at home, especially cashmere since its a delicate fabric, you can wash the sweaters in a sink with lukewarm water and Lanowash or Woolite detergent. If you don’t have either of those detergents you can use baby shampoo as a substitute.
Ocean Mews Condominiums offer all you could ask for in a shore destination in a beautiful Long Branch location. This secluded courtyard community, just one block from the beach, offers two models and many features ideal for seasonal enjoyment or year round living. Scenic landscaped setting, oak hardwood flooring in living room, dining room, and bedrooms, ceramic tile flooring in kitchen and baths, complete appliance package, thermo-panel windows, new air conditioning units, and off-street parking.

Open Sat & Sun 12-4 pm or by appointment
Priced from $334,900
Dirs: Ocean Ave S to R on Cedar, Community on R

The purpose of this ad is to solicit non-binding reservations. The non-binding reservation is not a contract and may be voided by the prospectus purchaser at any time, without cause. All monies paid shall be refunded to the prospective purchaser upon request and cancellation of the non-binding reservation.

All offers and prices are subject to error, omission and change without notice. All prices are base prices and are subject to location premiums. See your sales agent for more information. The sponsor of this project is Ocean Mews Associates.

Rumson Office (732) 747-8282 / Sales Center (732) 222-8884
weichertnewhomes.com
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FREE! T.N.A.
Thursday Night Alternatives PRESENTS
Open Mic Night & ‘Mock’tail’ Party

Nov. 3rd
10 PM

OAKWOOD LOUNGE
*** LIVE ENTERTAINMENT, FUN & YOU!!!***

*Arrive 15 min. early to sign up for performances! *

This is an alcohol free event sponsored by the Office of Residential Life, the Residence Hall Association, and the Substance Awareness Department, and funded by the NJ Department of Human Services, Division of Addiction Services.

**FREE!** Live Music
Comedy
Freestylin’
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"The University has been and continues to conduct a review of its forms and systems with regard to where and how sensitive information is used and stored in an effort to prevent incidents such as this."
Hawks fumble to a second place tie

Crucial turnovers cost MU chance to win NEC game against CCSU

EDDY OCCHIPINTI
SPORTS EDITOR

Winning close games has been automatic for the Monmouth University football team the past two seasons. Last season, the Hawks were the first team in NCAA history to win three games in one year on the last play of the game, and they were all in the Northeast Conference. However, this season the Hawks are 0-2 in conference games decided by a touchdown or less, including their latest setback, a 15-13 loss to the now first-place Central Connecticut State Blue Devils. With Monmouth down to a handful of healthy wide receivers, including only one starter in Adam San Miguel, the normally potent Hawks passing attack was held in check by CCSU. The Hawks normally average over 200 yards per game through the air, but was held to 173 on Saturday. Mike Castellano had 14 tackles and also hurt his shoulder first half. Austin re-injured his ankle, and preserved the three yard touchdown run by Brian Boland just 1:23 into the first quarter. The scoring run followed Bobby Smith’s big run. The play capped a four-play, 65-yard drive and gave the Hawks a 7-0 lead. The Hawks’ Fred Weingart kicked a 23-yard field goal with two minutes left in the first quarter to give the Monmouth lead to 10-0. The Blue Devils got on the board in the final minutes of the first quarter when Norris ran for a career-long 69-yard touchdown, the only play of the lead to 10-6. CCSU attempted a two-point conversion with holder and receiver, Josh Roth fielding a high snap and sprinting to the corner pile-on. Safety Matt Hill converted to make the tackle and preserve the four point Hawk lead.

CCSU senior kicker Derek Pearson, one of 13 seniors honored by the Blue Devils before Saturday’s game, converted a 22-yard field goal to cut the Hawks’ lead at halftime to 10-9. Pearson struck again for the Blue Devils early in the third quarter to give them their first lead of the game. He capped a 15-play, 53-yard drive with a 35-yard field goal to give CCSU the 12-10 advantage. Monmouth regained the lead in the fourth quarter on a 32-yard field goal by Weingart. Pearson ended the kicking contest by boosting his second game-winner of the season from 39-yards out with just over seven minutes to go before the end of the fourth quarter to give CCSU the final 15-13 edge. He was honored for his perfect day by being named the NEC Special Teams Player of the Week. The Blue Devil defense played well as they limited the Hawks to only three carries in the game prior to sharing the conference title. The scoring run followed Bobby Smith’s big run. The play capped a four-play, 65-yard drive and gave the Hawks a 7-0 lead. The Hawks’ Fred Weingart kicked a 23-yard field goal with two minutes left in the first quarter to give the Monmouth lead to 10-0. The Blue Devils got on the board in the final minutes of the first quarter when Norris ran for a career-long 69-yard touchdown, the only play of the lead to 10-6. CCSU attempted a two-point conversion with holder and receiver, Josh Roth fielding a high snap and sprinting to the corner pile-on. Safety Matt Hill converted to make the tackle and preserve the four point Hawk lead.

EDDY OCCHIPINTI
SPORTS EDITOR

Hawks fumble to a second place tie

Crucial turnovers cost MU chance to win NEC game against CCSU

EDDY OCCHIPINTI
SPORTS EDITOR

Monmouth, now 3-2 in the NEC and 5-3 overall, must win out and hope CCSU loses one of its two remaining games to have a chance at sharing the conference title. The Hawks are tied in second place with Albany and Stony Brook. The Hawks’ next game is this Saturday as they travel to Lorenzo, Pa. for a matchup against NEC foe St. Francis (Pa.). Kickoff is set for 1 p.m.

Last season, the Hawks defeated the Red Flash 49-39 to clinch their second straight NEC Championship.
Hawks led by Lyles, Alexander, and Schau at NEC Championships

ALEXANDER TRUNCAL
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

The Monmouth University men’s and women’s cross country teams competed in the Northeast Conference Championships last weekend in Loretto, Pa.

The women’s team was led by Karina Alexander and Milia Lyles while the men’s team received a strong performance from Larry Schau and Martin Suarez.

The women’s team finished in fourth place and the men’s team finished fifth overall.

On the men’s side, Schau led the way with a time of 27:55, good for 23rd place on the eight-kilometer track. He was followed by Suarez in 25th place and Matt Caporaso in 27th. St. Francis (Pa.) won the men’s overall with a total score of 32 points. Quinnipiac finished second with a score of 61, while the Hawks’ score of 126 earned them fourth place overall.

The performance of Alexander and Lyles at the NEC Championships this weekend earned them All-NEC honors. This was the third such honor for Alexander, who was rewarded for the excellent season she has had. This was Lyles’ first All-NEC honor.

“The men were out aggressively and had a great opportunity to finish in 3rd place as a team, but we gave up a few spots late in the race,” Compagni said. “They are a young group that is getting stronger every week, though, and they are motivated to see how they progress.”

The women’s team took fourth place overall, thanks to a stellar performance from Alexander and Lyles on the five-kilometer course. Alexander took third place with a time of 19:47 while Lyles finished seventh in a time of 20:16. Quinnipiac and Sacred Heart finished in a tie for first place with a score of 51.

St. Francis (Pa.) came in third with a score of 61, while the Hawks’ score of 126 earned them fourth place overall.

“The performance of Alexander and Lyles was very strong, and it’s a huge accomplishment for us to clinch a playoff spot in the NEC tournament,” said head coach Rob McCourt. The Hawks out shot the Red Flash 17-6 in the 110-minutes of play but were unable to find the back of the net. Senior goalkeeper Art Satterwhite recorded his ninth shutout of the season, which leads the league and is also a new single-season record in Monmouth history.

“We still feel we have a lot of work ahead of us to accomplish our goal from the beginning of the season which is to make the NCAA tournament,” said McCourt. “All season long, our boys have worked hard and shown a lot of dedication and deserve a lot of credit.”

On the men's side, Schau led the way with a time of 27:55, good for 23rd place on the eight-kilometer track. He was followed by Suarez in 25th place and Matt Caporaso in 27th. St. Francis (Pa.) won the men’s overall with a total score of 32 points. Quinnipiac finished second with a score of 61, while the Hawks’ score of 126 earned them fourth place overall.

The performance of Alexander and Lyles at the NEC Championships this weekend earned them All-NEC honors. This was the third such honor for Alexander, who was rewarded for the excellent season she has had. This was Lyles’ first All-NEC honor.

“The men were out aggressively and had a great opportunity to finish in 3rd place as a team, but we gave up a few spots late in the race,” Compagni said. “They are a young group that is getting stronger every week, though, and they are motivated to see how they progress.”

The women’s team took fourth place overall, thanks to a stellar performance from Alexander and Lyles on the five-kilometer course. Alexander took third place with a time of 19:47 while Lyles finished seventh in a time of 20:16. Quinnipiac and Sacred Heart finished in a tie for first place with a score of 51.

St. Francis (Pa.) came in third with a score of 61, while the Hawks’ score of 126 earned them fourth place overall.

“The performance of Alexander and Lyles was very strong, and it’s a huge accomplishment for us to clinch a playoff spot in the NEC tournament,” said head coach Rob McCourt. The Hawks out shot the Red Flash 17-6 in the 110-minutes of play but were unable to find the back of the net. Senior goalkeeper Art Satterwhite recorded his ninth shutout of the season, which leads the league and is also a new single-season record in Monmouth history.

“We still feel we have a lot of work ahead of us to accomplish our goal from the beginning of the season which is to make the NCAA tournament,” said McCourt. “All season long, our boys have worked hard and shown a lot of dedication and deserve a lot of credit.”

**NEC CHAMPIONSHIPS RESULTS**


**OUTLOOK’S WEEKLY NFL PICKS - WEEK 9**

**Away**
- Carolina Panthers
- San Diego Chargers
- San Francisco 49ers
- Washington Redskins
- Green Bay Packers
- New Orleans Saints
- Minnesota Vikings
- Miami Dolphins

**Home**
- Tampa Bay Buccaneers
- New York Jets
- New England Patriots
- Chicago Bears
- Detroit Lions
- Philadelphia Eagles
- Jacksonville Jaguars
- New York Giants

**Rob McCourt**
Rob McCourt has led the Hawks to an undefeated mark in the Northeast Conference. His team’s 18 points are the most for the program since 1990. He has taken the team from two conference wins his first year to more than double that this year.
Women’s Soccer
Grand finish for Sands, Hawks in 2005 season

CRAG D’AMICO SPORTS STAFF WRITER

With the top four seeds for the 2005 Northeast Conference Women’s Soccer Tournament already determined, and the Hawks not among them, heading into the final week of the regular season, the Hawks entered their final two games playing for pride.

Hawks clinched a berth in the upcoming NEC Tournament already determined, and the Hawks not among them, heading into the final week of the regular season, the Hawks entered their final two games playing for pride.

The Hawks gave the NEC’s top team, one of their toughest tests of the season, and the Blue Devils used a crossing edge out to the Hawks in 2006. “We were better than this year. It is an exciting time for the remainder of the season,” stated head coach Hugh MacDonald. “Our results with Lehigh and Rutgers prove that we are a better team than we were a year ago.”

Sailing places eighth at Henry Luce Trophy Regatta

Hawks B Division posts event’s second best score

PRESS RELEASE

WEST LONG BRANCH, N.J. - Monmouth University’s sailing team posted an eighth-place finish at the Henry Luce Trophy Regatta held at the Weequahic Yacht Club on Saturday and Sunday. The event was won by host Georgetown University, who logged 15 and 57 points, respectively, in both divisions.

The event was won by host Georgetown University, who logged 15 and 57 points, respectively, in both divisions. "Our results with Lehigh and Rutgers prove that we are a better team than we were a year ago."

The Outlook

November 2, 2005

The Hawks’ A Division finished eleventh (11th) in the Blue and White’s B Division made up ground scoring tallying just 54 points. Tied for second with the University of Delaware, trail in only Queen’s College with 17 points. null
The Hawks are Playing Like it's 1999

Steven Holloway and the men's soccer team have advanced to the NEC Tournament for the first time since the 1999 season. Story on page 26

Complete football, men's and women's soccer, field hockey and crosscountry coverage inside